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Summary
• Motivation for gravitational wave detection in the “mid-band”
frequency range of ~ 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz
• Physical origin of single-photon atom interferometry sensitivity
to gravitational waves
• MAGIS-100 instrument as a prototype for an ultimate km-scale
gravitational wave detector
– Enabling technologies that have been demonstrated
– R&D efforts to improve sensitivity to level needed to detect known
sources

• Ultra-light dark matter searches with atom interferometry
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Gravitational Wave Detection
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Gravitational waves science:
New carrier for astronomy: Generated by moving mass instead of electric charge
Tests of gravity: Extreme systems (e.g., black hole binaries) test general relativity
Cosmology: Can see to the earliest times in the universe

Laser Interferometer Detectors
Gound-based detectors: LIGO,
VIRGO, GEO (> 10 Hz)

Space-based detector concept:
planned LISA mission (1 mHz – 100
mHz), also proposals to extend LISA
concept to higher frequencies

Gravitational wave frequency bands
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Moore et al., CQG 32, 015014 (2014)

There is a gap between the LIGO and LISA detectors (~ 0.1 Hz – 10 Hz).

Mid-band Science
Mid-band discovery potential
Historically every new band/modality has led to discovery
Observe LIGO sources when they are younger

Optimal for sky localization
Predict when and where events will occur (before they reach LIGO band)
Observe run-up to coalescence using electromagnetic telescopes
Astrophysics and Cosmology
White dwarf binaries (Type IA supernovae), Black hole, and neutron star
Early universe stochastic sources? (cosmic GW background)
- e.g., from inflation
- operating in mid-band instead of lower frequencies may be advantageous
for avoiding background noise from white dwarf sources

Planned MAGIS-100 detector at Fermilab
Matter wave Atomic Gradiometer Interferometric Sensor
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- Based on key technology demonstrated at Stanford
- 100 meter access shaft – 100 meter atom interferometer
- Search for dark matter coupling in the Hz range
- Intermediate step to full-scale (km) detector for gravitational
waves

Ultimate Vision: Global Network of Atomic
Gravitational Wave Detectors
• Construction of MIGA detector in France underway (see, for
example, Canuel et al., Scientific Reports 8, 2018)

• Others as well (Hanover group, UK, F. Narducci at NPS, ….)

MAGIS-100 Instrument
Instrument Components
- 100 meter vertical vacuum tube
- 3 atom sources (three, attached to tube, atoms shuttled in
from side)
- Atom interferometry laser system (located in hutch at top
of apparatus, with retro-reflection mirror at bottom of tube)

Essential Features

Measurement Concept

1.

Light propagates across the baseline at a constant speed

2.

Atoms are good clocks and good inertial proof masses (freely falling in
vacuum, not mechanically connected to Earth)

3.

Clocks read transit time signal over baseline

4.

GW changes number of clock ticks associated with transit by modifying light
travel time across baseline

5.

Many pulses sent across baseline (large momentum transfer) to coherently

enhance signal
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Yu et al., GRG 43, 1943 (2011), Graham et al., PRL 110, 171102 (2013).

Strontium clock transition

Sr has a narrow optical clock transition with a long-lived excited state that
atoms can populate for >100 s without decaying
Can have long lived superpositions of ground + excited state with a large energy
difference, useful for very precise timing measurements

Concept: Two Atomic Clocks
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Laser pulses creates superposition
of clock states, “starts clock
ticking”
Second pulse represents end of
measurement, phase reflects
amount clock ticked during
measurement time

Atom
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Phase evolved by atom after time T (second clock
starts slightly later, by amount L/c for baseline
length L, than first because of light travel time,
but also ends time L/c later)

Note: in actual measurement, there are more pulses in between first and final pulse

Concept: Two Atomic Clocks

GW changes baseline, and
therefore light travel time,
between pulses (signal
maximized when GW period
on scale of time between
pulses)
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Common-Mode Laser Noise Suppression
Phase of the laser is imprinted onto the phase of the atom

Two interferometers interact with common laser pulses: laser noise (e.g., from vibrations
in the optical path) suppressed as a common mode

Gradiometer Signal
Phase shift of an interferometer determined by
difference in times spent in excited clock state for arm 1
vs arm 2

beam splitter 2

Look at difference in phase shifts for two
interferometers separated by baseline ~L (gradiometer
phase shift)
Magnitude of contribution to gradiometer phase shift
from each interferometer zone:

mirror

beam splitter 1

For constant (or linearly drifting) L and transition
frequency, gradiometer phase shift cancels between all
three zones
To have a nonzero gradiometer phase shift, need
transition frequency or L to vary on the time scale of
time T between each zone
Two ways to get a signal:

Dark matter
Graham et al., PRL 110, 171102 (2013).
Arvanitaki et al., PRD 97, 075020 (2018).

Gravitational wave

Large Momentum Transfer (LMT) Pulse Sequences
Sequential single-photon transitions remain laser noise immune
LMT beamsplitter

- Additional laser pulses exchanged across
baseline, further accelerate one of the
interferometer arms (detuned from second
arm due to Doppler shift)
- Additional pulses coherently enhance
differential clock signal: total amount of
time spent in excited state during beam
splitter decreases as x increases from 0 to L
(giving differential signal) and is
proportional to number of pulses
- Magnitude of contribution to differential
phase shift from each interferometer zone
for beam splitters with 2n pulses:
Graham, et al., PRL (2013)

Macroscopic Scale Atom Interferometry
max wavepacket
separation

Long duration (2 seconds), large
separation (tens of centimeters)
matter wave interferometer
Sensitive enough that Earth’s
gravity gradient creates a 1
radian phase shift over the
millimeter size of the atom cloud

Up to 90 photons
worth of momentum

TK, P. Asenbaum, C. Overstreet, C. Donnelly, S. Dickerson, A. Sugarbaker,
J. Hogan, and M. Kasevich, Nature 2015
P. Asenbaum, C. Overstreet, TK, D. Brown, J. Hogan, and M. Kasevich, PRL
2017

Precision Gravity Gradiometry
Differential measurement between
two interferometers separated over
a baseline
Used macroscopic scale atom
interferometers for enhanced
sensitivity, observed common mode
suppression of laser noise

McGuirk et al., PRA 65, 033608
(2002): 140 dB rejection of
purposefully applied vibration noise,
limited by magnitude of vibration
that could be applied without
Doppler shifting transitions out of
resonance (not a fundamental limit)
Gradiometer interference fringes
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P. Asenbaum, C. Overstreet, TK, D. Brown, J. Hogan,
and M. Kasevich, PRL 2017

10 meter Atomic Fountain
~1e6 Rb atoms/shot
Atom clouds with
transverse effective
temperatures as low as
50 pK (improvements
realized by Rasel group,
see J. Rudolph Ph.D.
Thesis)

Strontium Technology
Well-established cooling protocols for Sr atoms
Commercially available Sr beam
source (aosense.com)

Strontium clock transition coherent interrogation/long interrogation times (e.g., Marti et
al., PRL 120, 103102 (2018)) and demonstration in the context of atom interferometry
(Hu et al., PRL 119, 263601 (2017)): requires highly stable lasers

Commercially available ultra-stable laser reference
cavity (stablelasers.com)

Mid-band Gravitational Wave Detection

-Dots indicate remaining lifetimes of 10 years, 1 year, 0.1 years, and 0.01 years
-Getting to this goal requires significant R&D efforts, which we are pursuing
-GGN (gravity gradient noise): seismic waves disturb local mass distribution, cause
oscillating gravity gradient that is a noise background

R&D Directions
• Larger momentum transfer atom optics (goal: ~104 photons)
– Exploit substantially reduced spontaneous emission rate for single photon atom
optics on Sr clock transition
– More laser power enables more efficient transfer
• Development of higher power laser system based on coherent combination
of multiple lasers
– In situ wavefront characterization and associated noise mitigation (wavefront
imperfections and their coupling to atom cloud kinematics can be a source of
noise)
– Strategies to distinguish GGN from GW signal by using a string of many
interferometers: GGN expected to have more rapidly varying spatial dependence
(see, e.g., Canuel et al., Scientific Reports 8, 2018)

• Improved phase resolution (goal: ~10-5 rad)
– Higher atom flux
– Spin squeezing for Sr atoms

Ultralight dark matter
Ultralight DM acts as a coherent, wavelike background field (e.g., mass ~10-15 eV)
Example for scalar DM field:
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DM coupling causes time-varying atomic energy levels:
DM induced
oscillation
Dark matter
coupling
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Current Status
• Working on detailed system/integration engineering
• Study of noise mitigation strategies (e.g., spatially resolved
detection to reduce influence of laser wavefront errors, multiloop interferometers to reduce effects from Earth rotation and
gravity gradients)
• Plan to start building parts of the system in the near future
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